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IMAGE POSITIONS FROM LENSES,

BY J. S. STEVENS, ,

University of Maine, Orono.

One of the most difficult problems we meet in teaching optics
is the interpretation of the formula
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Various text-books give directions for applying the formula
which are difficult for the average student to use correctly. I
suggest the following rules, which are easy to apply, as meeting
all possible conditions:

1. All distances to the right of the lens are positive, and to
the left negative.

2. The surface which the light ray meets first shall be called
the surface whose radius is i\. The other surface has a radius
of r^.

S is the object-distance, Si the image-distance, and u the re-
fraction index, say 1. 5.

Let us apply these rules to a symmetrical double convex lens.

Fi9-l Fig. 2

1. Let S = 20 cm. to the left, E 0 H is the surface first met
and the radius is + 1^ \ E CY H is the second surface and the
radius is � 15. S = � 20. Then

J-+JL^-L( -L+-L).,15 l 15/S, ’ 20 2 \15

2. Let S = 12 cm. to the left.

–+JL^-1Si ’ 12 15

Si == 60.

-60.

2. Let S = 15 cm. to the left.

–4.J-_-L
Si r 15 15 S,=oo
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4. If S === 20 cm. to the right the formula becomes

_L_J___1/_L_JL S,===�GO.S~ 20
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since r^ and r^ have interchanged.

If we take a symmetrical double concave lens we may apply
the rules equally well.

1. S = 20 cm. to the left, E 0 H is the surface first met, and
the radius is�15; E’ 0" H’ is the second surface, and the
radius is + 15. S == � 20. Then

1.1 1/1 1_J---1-).- 15 157 S.--8Y7.
20

2. S = 12 cm. to the left.

–+–^_–
Si ’ 12 15

(as above) �

S === 1 cm. to the left.

J--LJ-__
Si ’ 1 15

S,=�6^.

s,=�o.9ys.

4. If S is 20 cm. to the right, r^ and r^ interchange and we have

1/1.1J-^_l^+-l\.
20 2 \15 l 15/ Sx = sy,.

Suppose the surfaces do not have the same curvature.

^

Fig. 3 Fig. 4

1. Let S be 20 cm. to the left.

_J-f-l_^.
2 \10 15/

-l.L.J^J-/1
Si ’ 20 2 \10

2. Let S be 12 cm. to the left.

S=�’30.

-l.+^.l.Si ’ 12 60
S,==�15.
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3. If S ��� 120, Si === 120.

4. If S === � 240, Si == 80.

For a diverging meniscus we have the following construction

1. Let S be 20 cm. to the left.

-1_LJ-
Si- ’ 20

L(–_l\.
2 \15 10/ S��15.2 \15

2. Let S be 12 cm. to the left.

1,1 1
-10.S, ’ 12 60

3. If S=�120, Si==�40.
Suppose the two surfaces have equal curvatures with like

signs.

fig. 5 Fig. 6

1. As before, if S ===�20cm. we have

-1-L-1^–^^-^–(–^–\
’ 20 2 \15 15/S, -r 20 2 S,=�20.

If r, == 16 and r, === 15, Si = �19%.
If ;^ == 15 and ^ == 16, Si === � 202%3.

2.

3.

The coincidence of object and image may be illustrated by a
piece of glass plate.

Since i\ and r^ -=== infinity,

1,1 1/1 1 \ST+^^Tt--^-^) � S.--20.

Most of the illustrations used have assumed the object to be at
the left; but it is obvious that similar problems could be solved
when the object was at the right.


